April 30, 2015

Senator Lisa Murkowski  
709 Hart Senate Building  
Washington, D.C. 20510

Senator Dan Sullivan  
B40A Dirksen Senate Office Building  
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senators Murkowski and Sullivan:

We the undersigned respectfully urge you to support the extension of the Business Energy Investment Tax Credit (ITC) at 30% for solar energy beyond December 31, 2016. The ITC is one of the most important federal policy mechanisms supporting the development of solar energy in the U.S. This valuable incentive continues to drive growth and reduce prices in the solar industry, as well as create jobs nationwide.

As recent participants in a Solar Energy Workshop organized by the Alaska Center for Energy and Power and hosted by NANA, we understand that solar energy has already been an important provider of off-grid power in Alaska. As solar PV prices continue to decrease and conventional energy prices increase, investment in solar energy is surging around the world, even in on-grid locations in Alaska. Continued federal support of solar will allow Alaska to further expand its energy portfolio to include more local and stably-priced power.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

[Signatures]

Representative, Organization
Steve Munnema  IRAA
Representative, Organization

Darcy Harvey  UAF
Representative, Organization

Barb Rudder  Solar Horizon
Representative, Organization

Dana Dicket  Bettisworth North Architects
Representative, Organization

Ms. Jeff  WI Pacific, Inc
Representative, Organization

Mr. Miller  Intelligent Energy Systems LLC
Representative, Organization

Eva Sheldon  NANA Regional Corporation
Representative, Organization

Joe Collum  UAF
Representative, Organization

George W. Roe  UAF
Representative, Organization
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